The Fourier modal method is a common rigorous Maxwell solver for calculating the optical properties of periodic nano-structured materials. It has been improved by a number of numerical methods such as adaptive spatial resolution [1] and factorization rules [2] . Up to now, these techniques have been realized for particular rectangular or skewed geometries. For more general applications, such as arbitrarily shaped two-dimensional and three-dimensional metallic photonic crystals and metamaterials, we develop coordinate transformations with the mesh locally aligned along the surface of the metallic structure, which enables us to use adaptive spatial resolution and factorization rules in the same way as for the simpler structures [3] . Hence, two-dimensional and three-dimensional photonic crystals and metamaterials with complex geometry can be described properly. We are going to present the scheme of calculation in matched coordinates and apply it on several numerical examples such as a periodic arrangement of cylinders.
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